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The widespread occurrence of thermal behaviour in diurnally active web spiders is either
largely ignored or not recognised. Thus it obfuscates some eiplanations ofihelunction of
the stabilimentum on spiders webs. Thermal behaviours of four spiders (Nephila edulis, N.
maculata, Gasteracantha minax and Neogea sp.) are examined using techfology whicfi is
often inappropriate for field studies. Many thirmal behaviours are iecognised'as well as
behaviours which facilitate thermal behaviour. The thermal correlates oi"the." betruuiou.,
are established. Some observational criteria are derived, which require only simple equip-
ment, by which thermal behaviours may be recognised in the field and OistlneuiiheO iro;r
9]ftglbehavioural pattems.lA roneae, orb-weavirs. rhermal behaviour, thertioregulation,
stabtltmentum.

\,1.^Humphyeys, western ,Australian Museum, Francis street, perth, western Australia
6000, Australia; 26 October. 1992.

Many orb-web spiders remain active at the web
hub during the day, where they can continue to
feed, mate, and defend their web site from the
same and other species, as well as produce or
respond to attractant signals lacousiic, tactile,
visual or chemical). The seasonal and diurnal
duration ofthis activity can be extended bv adoot-
ing behaviours that warm the spider (R;binson
and Robinson,1974,1978; Biere and Uetz, l98l)
when it would otherwise be too cold or else that
prelent it from overheating (Lubin and Henschel,
1990; Humphreys, 1978, 1987a,199t, t992).

I consider below mainly behaviours that
prevent overheating. In essence, in hot weather
the- spider postures so as to align the long axis of
its body with the sun's rays and in this position it
tracks the - sun's. apparent movement <iuring the
day. Such behaviour is not exclusive to spidels of
open country nor in tropical climates but is found
also in both temperate and tropical forest spiders
(Biere and Uetz, l98l; Humphreys, l99l:1992
and unpublished). The standard interpretation of
this thermal behaviour relies on a simple physical
model ; posturin g minimises the projeiteci sirface
area (silhouette) exposed to the sun's radiation
and so reduces the heat load (Fig. l), lowering
equil ibrium body temperature lwil lmer anI
Unwin, l98l: but see Humphreys, 1986) or, in an
anti-predator hypothesis, minimising the sil-
houette against the brightest backgroun_tl, else the
body area most brightly i l luminated.

Recent observations have shed some lisht on
this seemingly simple process and reveiled a
sequence of behaviours serving to reduce pro-

gressively the heat loading, behaviours that are
themselves mostly graded (Humphreys, 1992).
These include sti lt ing, drooping, oiientation,
front Ieg raising, abdomen pointing, posturing,
front leg rotation and web- abandonment. Ai-
sociated behaviours include silk laying and agita-
tion (Humphreys, 1992 and unpublished). In
addition, the use of a disc stabilim-entum as a sun
shade, suggested by Robinson and Robinson
(1973:283), is an effective thermal behaviour in
Neogeasp. (Humphreys, 1992). Such behaviours
not only maintain the animal within its heat
tolerance range, but also serve to maintain the
body temperature (T6) within a narrow ranqe
(presumably some optimum temperature) forei-
te^nded periods of time (Humphreys, lgj4, lgl.g,
l99l). As body temperature has wide implica-
tions in_ physiological, behavioural, ecological
and evolutionary contexts (Willmer, l99l), it is
lmportant to recognise thermal behaviour in
spiders in order to allow different types of ex-
planations for their behaviours.

That the thermal behaviour of spiders is not
being recognised or is not being reported in the
literature can be drawn from woik on stabilimen-
ta on spiders' webs. While stabilimenta have
many different forms, they are mostly thought to
provide mechanical support (Ro6insori and
Robinson, 1973), to funaion as anti-predator
devices (Eberhard, 1973, Edmunds ind Ed-
munds,_1986; Lubin, 1986), to attracr prey (Ewer,
1972; Craig and Bernard, 1990) oi to colleci
water (Olive, 1980; see also Ewer, 1972: Robin-
son and Robinson, 1973:283). Neogea sp. in
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Papua New Guinea uses a disc stabilimentum as
a parasol, which, together with a sequence of
other behaviours, each themselves graded,
reduces its heat loading (Humphreys, 1992).T\e
demonstration that stabilimenta may be used in a
thermoregulatory role raises questions concern-
ing many observations which have been inter-
preted as supporting the anti-predator role of
stabilimenta.

Some observat ions and deduct ions have
resulted in an anti-predator function being
ascribed to the stabilimentum. However, in the
absence of other information, these observations
are equally open to interpretation in terms of
thermoregulatory hypotheses (see Humphreys,
1992). For example -1. Only spiders that remain
at the hub of the web during the day produce
stabilimenta (Eberhard, 1973). 2. Spiders with
stabilimenta may shuttle from one side of the web
to the other (ibid.).3. The legs assume an 'aligned

posture' by day but not by night (ibid.).4. The
amount of silk used is directly related to openness
of the habitat (Marson, 1947).

Eberhard (1973) found that Uloborus diversus
Marx used more silk in its stabilimentum on lishr
than on dark nights (see also 4. above). The ft;nd
for larger stabil imentum at brighter sites
camouflaged those spiders most susceptible to
attack. However, without pertinent behavioura-
data, it is not possible to refute the hypothesis that
the open sites are more exposed to direct sunlight
and thus that the stabilimenta are used to protect
the spider from ultra violet light (but see Craig
and Bernard, 1990) or to reduce its heat load.

Posturing by spiders that remain by day at the
web hub is rarely mentioned in the literature on
stabilimenta and defense mechanisms. For ex-
ample, although Edmunds and Edmunds (1986:
83) found that species of Argiope, Nephila,
Leucauge, Cyrtophoraand the Gasteracanthinae
remain at the hub of the web during the day, they
made  no  men t i on  o f  pos tu r i ng .  I n  t he
Australasian region species in all these genera
readily posture and track the sun (Humphreys,
1991, 1992;W.F. Humphreys, unpublished).

Clearly, thermoregulation hypotheses need
more consideration in field studies of diurnally
active spiders. More recently this has occurred
(Henschel et al.,1992; Humphreys, 1991,1992:
Lubin and Henschel, 1990; Ward and Henschel,
1992) but such studies often require expensive
equipment to examine the thermal behaviour.
Such equipment may be inappropriate to a field
biologist primarily interested in observation and
man ipu la t i on  t o  examine  behav iou ra l  o r

sociobiological problems. There needs to be
some observational criteria using only iow tech-
nology by which thermal behaviour may be
recognised and distinguished from other be-
havioural patterns.

The examination of thermoregulation in orb-
weaving spiders is problematical as most
methods used on vagrant spiders (thermal
preferendum apparatus, thermocouple implanta-
tion, temperature transmitters) are not ap-
propriate. The most promising apparatus for such
studies is the use of remote infrared telemetry
(Suter, l98l; Humphreys, 1991, 1992), although
model spiders may be effectively used to deter-
mine T" (Riechert and Tracy, 1975; Henschel et
al.,1992).

Can criteria be established which would enable
workers, using cheap and readily available equip-
ment, to establish that spiders are behaving in a
manner consistent with thermoreeulation and to
identify the thermal conditions un?er which they
initiate such behaviour?

METHODS

Ob servati on s on N e p h i I a e d u I i s (Labillardi dre )
were made both on Rottnest Island and in Perth,
on Gasteracantha minax Thorell in the south-
west, of Western Australia, and on Nephila
maculata (Fabricius) in mangrove at Port Benoa,
Bali, Indonesia.

Spider temperatures were recorded from 1100
-1500 hours using an infra-red thermometer,
described elsewhere (Humphreys, 1991, 1992).
The temperature was recorded of undisturbed
spiders resting above and below the hub of the
web, both in the shade and in the sun. It was
recorded at intervals and as soon as possible (<3s)
after a change in behaviour. Spider behaviour
changed according to the incident light; this
varied because the site was sometimes shaded by
trees or by clouds. To induce more behavioural
sequences the spider was sometimes shaded ar-
tificially and the direction and strength of the
incident sunlight adjusted using a mirror. A plane
mirror was used to alter the apparent position of
the incident radiation at about the same intensity
as the natural sunlight and a concave mirror wai
used to alter the apparent position of the incident
radiation and at an intensitv continuouslv vari-
able from greater to less than the intensity of the
direct sunlight. In the field, control of intensity
was crude in the wind owins to movement of thL
web, and hence the spider; c6ntrol ofthe intensity



Behaviour Mean s.d. n Range

Repose in shade 5 Z . O  A z . lo 12 29.o-35.1
Pa^^ca in  n^d i ' l 12.4 ah 1 . 5 9 l 9 29.2-141

Remse in sun 35.0 b 1.66 47 I L6-38.3
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TABLE l. Mean temprature (Tu 'C) of N. edulis in
Repose position on Rottnest Island, Western
Australia. Tu of spiders in Repose differs according
to energy intensities of their location (shaded, partly
shaded, sunlight: ANOVA - Fs z,zs = 19.895,
P<0.001). Common letters include means not differ-
ing significantly (Fisher's PLSD at ct= 0.05).

of radiant energy is therefore relative and greater
or less than the natural incident radiation.

The following temperatures are mentioned: Ta
= of ambient shaded air; Tu = of the spider 's body
which by default is the abdomen (Tuu), otherwise
the thorax (Ttn). The environmental temperature
(Te) which is used as a shorthand for the effective
heat load on the spider taking account of all
energy gains and losses. Means are followed in
parentheses by the standard deviation of the
mean, and sample size.

Definitions required for this discussion are
given below (see also Humphreys, 1991,1992).
Abandonweb: the spider leaves the web, often after
a sequence of very agitated movements, and moves
to the shade provided by the objects to which the
main anchor lines of the web are attached.
Abdomen pointing: the abdomen alone is orien-
tated to the sun as a prelude to full posturing. This
behaviour is strongly represented in some species
(Humphreys, 1992).
Agitation and body lift: the spider appears agitated
and circles its body around the web's hub and in
the process the body is raised away from the web.
The latter is sometimes seen on its own and they
are included here under the same behaviour. This
body lift is not comparable to stilting (Humphreys,
1992).
Drooping: the spider hangs limply from the back
legs with apparent loss ofhydrostatic pressure; the
appearance is like that adopted by a spider imme-
diately after moulting while the new cuticle is
hardening.
Fabian position (Humphreys, 1991): the spider
aligns its long axis parallel to the direction of
incident sunlight with the prosoma facing away
from the sun. This position may be achieved by
orientation and/or posturing. When the incident
sunlight is parallel to the web plane then the Fabian
position may be the same as the Repose position
(Humphreys, l99l). Continued adoption of the
Fabian position results in the long axis ofthe spider
tracking the sun during the day.

Front legs raised: legs I and II are raised off the
web and aligned parallel to the incident radiaiion'
this occurs a's a giaded sequence with the first paii
being raised before the second pair.
Orientation; the angle of the saggital plane of the
spider is rotated to lie parallel to the solar azimuth
while the long axis of the body stays in the plane
of the web.
Part orientationi the spider is not in the Repose
position and has partly orientated its saggital plane
between the Repose position and the orientated
position.
Posturing: change in the angle between the web
plane and the anterior-posterior axis of the spider.
Repose position: spiders occupy the lower or upper
surface of the hub with the prosoma pointing
downwards; the anterior-posterior axis of the
spider is parallel to the plane of the web.
Rotate front /egs: following front legs raising the
legs are rotated forwards such that they are
stretched out in front of the spider and lie in the
shade of its body when it is fully postured; this may
occur as a graded sequence with the first pair being
rotated before the second pair.
Silk laying: adjusts the web stuctrure near the hub
apparently to aid leg placement the better to pos-
ture and orientate to achieve the full Fabian posi-
tion. This facilitates subsequent thermoregulatory
behaviour but is not itself thermoregulatory.
Start to posture: when the spider changes the angle
between its anterior-posterior axis and the plane of
the web such that its long axis is parallel to the
incident radiation.
Stilting: describes the 'standing on tiptoe' be-
haviour of scorpions used to prevent overheating
(Alexander and Ewer, 1958); here it describes
similar behaviour in spiders (Humphreys, 1992).

EVIDENCE

Statements otherwise unsupported are based on
my unpublished observations.
REposE PosmroN ANn TspnuoREcuLATroN

Spiders adopt the repose position if T" is below
some critical level and thev do so whether thev
are in shade or sun, hence,'direct sunlight alone
does not cause spiders to posture. However, Tu in
sun is higher than in shade (Table l). For ex-
ample, during cool weather (low T") in the sun
and during hot weather in the shade all in-
dividuals are in the Repose position on their webs
if not otherwise engaged in activities such as
mating, web building, etc.
When T. is not sufficient to cause posturing in G.
ntinar the proportion of spiders in the Repose
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position during daylight does not differ between
sunlit (36/38) and shaded (32/33) sites (1 21 =
0.016. P= 0.90).
The mean Tu temperature of N. edulis in the
Repose position was directly related to the inten-
sity of the incident radiation such that spiders in
the sun were hotter than partly or fully shaded
spiders (Table l).
Spiders on non-horizontal webs almost invariably
rest on the underside of the web with the prosoma
pointing down. However, spiders resting in posi-
tions other than the Repose position should not be
taken as proof of thermoregulatory behaviour be-
cause some species, such as Venucosa and
Cyclosa, reputedly adopt a head up stance (Foelix,
1982: 139), as does G. minax at night and Ar-
gyrodes antipodianus O.P. Cambridge, generally.

OnrnNretloN eNo PosrunrNc: EvIDENCE FoR
THnn vonccwerony FuNcrloN

In hot weather, spiders orient or posture on the
web to attain the Fabian position and then track
the sun's apparent movement. They do this ir-
respective of web orientation. Heat and sunlight
are needed to obtain these behaviours. On very
hot days, spiders may leave the web altogethei
and seek shade, Large spiders assume Fabian
posture earlier than small ones possibly because
under given environmental conditions large
spiders reach higher body temperatures. How-
ever, small spiders may have lower, threshold
Tu's.
In hot weather an individual spider in the sun wil-
use reorientation and./or posturing to align the
anterior-posterior axis of its body parallel to the
direction of incident sunlight with the prosoma
facing away from the sun and thus achieve the
Fabian position (Robinson and Robinson, 1974,
1978; Humphreys, 1991, 1992). Tlte spider will
adjust this position during the day and track the
apparent movement of the sun (Humphreys, l99l).
In hot weather all individuals in the sun orientate
in the same direction irrespective of the orientation
of their webs; namely they all assume the Fabian
posi t ion by postur ing and/or  reor ientat ion
(Humphreys, 1991).
Heat alone does not cause the thermal behaviour
because in hot weather under heavily overcast
conditions spiders do not assume the Fabian posi-
tion. However, if intermittent direct sunlight
strikes the spider it assumes the Fabian position
intermittently.
On very hot days spiders may assume the Fabian
position in the morning and afternoon but leave the
web to seek shade during the middle of the day.

Such activity patterns have been reported for many
heliothermal spiders (Humphreys, 1973, 1987a,
1987b) and other taxa (e.g. reptiles: Heatwole,
1970).
N. edulis abandons the web at 44.8'C (+0.50,3)
and moves into shade. In Perth. Western Aust-
ralia, when the shaded air temperature was extreme
(46.2"C) many N. edulis farled to seek cooler
places and fell dead from their shaded webs
through heat stress (G.A. Harold, pers. comm.,
l99l ) .
Large spiders assume the Fabian position earlier in
the day than do small spiders (e.g., N. maculata)-
this is consistent with the thermoregulation
hypothesis because larger bodies have a higher
temperature excess (Willmer and Unwin, l98l).
However, the threshold temperatures for given
behaviours could be size related and lower in small
than in large spiders. This is consistent with the
seeming generality that the tolerance zones of
animals are related to the temperatures ex-
perienced. For example, very small N. edulis start
to posture at 36.0"C (+2.39, 4), significantly
cooler, by an average of 4.4"C (Fst,zs -13.279,
p=0.002), than adult spiders undergoing the same
behaviour (40.4'C + 2.16, 27).

OnrpNrerroN AND PosruRrNc rN RsspoNsn ro
MeupulerloN

Experiments with redirected and intensified
sunlight can be conducted to influence the be-
haviour of spiders to assist in determining
whether the behaviour is thermoregulatory
without having to measure body temperature. The
results are consistent for several species includ-
ing Arachnura higginsi, N. edulis, N. maculata,
G. minax and Neogea sp.
In cool sunny weather when the spiders are in the
Repose position, additional heating (by con-
centrating redirected sunlight using a concave mir-
ror), results in the spider orientating-and/or
posturing if necessary-to assume the Fabian posi-
tion. The redirected sunlight does not alone alter
the behaviour of the spider (sunlight redirected at
natural intensity using a plane minor). Hence,
posturing is dependent on the intensity of the heat
applied.
In hot weather a spider which has assumed the
Fabian position will resume the Repose position if
clouds obscure the sun or it is artificially shaded
even iflower than the natural insolation is reflected
onto it by means of a concave mirror.
Spiders in the Fabian position in the sun will, if
artificially shaded, assume a new Fabian position
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FIG' l' Thermoresulatorv portures3qqpts by golden web spider, N. clauipes. Lines projecting from threesuccessive positi6ns ofsun'(s1, s2, sJ) ihdicar6 co'niiponoing orientations oflong axis of spider's bodv. Lateralviews (a,c) and ptan view (b).of web show posrure_assumeo li ,.rponi" io ;;;;;i (rh;.;g;'fi;;;;ilJ.;lT;"";b lateral insolation; c dorsal insolation (reirawn from Robinson'uno nouinron, rsz+1.
ifthe direction ofthe sun is artificially changed by
means of a mirror.
In hot weather when the spiders are in the Reoose
position in the shade, redirection of unconcen-
trated sunlight, by means of a plane mirror or a
concave mirror, results in the spider orientating
and/or posturing if necessary to aisume the Fabian
position.
In hot weather, when the spiders are in a Fabian
position, adding reflected iunlight from a plane
mirror results in the spider orientating with respect
to the mean angular direction of the two sources of
incident radiation (when angle <90.). A spider
posturing between two heat sources will turn to_
wards the one increased in intensity and yic e versa.
Hence, the Fabian position moves towards the
incident radiation of the mirror if the heat reflected
from the mirror is increased and towards incident
radiation of the sun if the heat reflected from the
mirror is decreased.
Ifredirected light comes from above the horizontal
plane of the web spiders rapidly change their
Fabian position; if redirected light comes from
below the horizontal plane of the web, a naturallv
impossible position, spiders appear confused and
change position frequently and some species never
achieve the Fabian position (e.g.N. maculata\.

C,qsc.qorNc Bpuevrouns
Many thermally related behaviours that have

been cate€orised are themselves graded so that
the.y .each develop progressively rather than
swltch trom one state to another.
For example as Neogea sp. warms in the sun, it
exhibits a progression of distinct behaviours. each
of which is graded and which are associated with

rncreaslng temperature of the abdomen (Humph_
reys, 1992). When a spider in the Repose position
on the disc stabilimentum is heated by thi sun ir
init ially 'sti l ts', as has been described for scor-
pions. The spider gradually raises its body away
from the disc surface until it has full downwari
extension of all legs and seems to be standing on'tiptoe', thus removing the body of the spidJr as
far as possible from the disc's surface.
On further heating, Neogea sp. progressively
orientates.its body and then gradually posturei,
starting with the abdomen. It rotates the lip of the
abdomen towards the incident radiation and this
minimises the projected surface area of the ab_
domen exposed to the sun. As the posturing
rlevelops the prosoma also is aligned- with thE
abdomen so that the entire spider is orientated
prosoma from the sun with minimal silhouette area
exposed. Eventually the legs themselves are rot_
ated forwards until they are parallel to the long axis
of the spider in which position they are in the
shadow of the abdomen, as is the prosoma; this is
the full Fabian Position from which the spider
tracks the sun (Humphreys, 1991, 1992). By ihese
means_the spiders potentially can obtain very fine
control of their silhouette area and hence on their
temperature.
In N. edulis many behaviours were recognisable as
similar to those observed in other splders (e.g.
9!^e1tat-ion, posturing, agitation : Humphreyi,
1991,1992), whereas others have not pr"uiourly
been reported or recognised (e.g. drooping). SomL
behaviours recognised may be components of the
same behavioural sequence. For example, Agita_
tion, in which the spider circles around the hub.
involves the body being raised slightly from rhe
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web, a behaviour sometimes seen on its own. Both
behaviours are included here under the same
category. Thermally there appears little difference
between three categories recognised here as dif-
ferent behaviours (agitation and body lift, front
legs raised, and start to posture). Work conducted
under more controlled conditions in the laboratory
may separate thermally these behaviours or allow
their pooling using more rigorous criteria.
Eleven behavioural categories are recognised in N.
edulis,ranging from Repose to web abandonment
which occur between Tu of 33.9 and 44.8"C (Table
2). The spider temperature associated with many
ofthese behaviours is significantly different from
others. Some of these behaviours reduce the
projected body surface area exposed to the sun and
thus, under the predictions of the physical model,
should result in lower equilibrium body tempera-
ture, all else being equal (e.g. orientation, postur-
i n g ,  l e g  r a i s i n g ,  l e g  r o t a t i o n  a n d  w e b
abandonment). Other behaviours may not be ther-
moregulatory but are associated with the onset of
the next behaviour in the graded series (e.g. agita-
tion and body lift) or facilitate a subsequent stage
(e.g. silk laying to enable correct leg placement for
full posturing).
As in Neogea sp. (Humphreys, 1992), some be-
haviours themselves form a graded series which
shou ld  p ro f f e r  g radua l l y  i nc reased  the r -
moregulatory effects. Both front leg raising and
front leg rotation occur initially in the front legs
followed by the second pair of legs. In addition
contralateral legs are not necessarily lifted or
rotated at the same time.

DISCUSSION

Two c lasses  o f  obse rva t i on  re fu te  t he
hypothesis that posturing serves an anti-predator
role as stated in the introduction.

Firstly, if the Fabian position reduce the sil-
houette area against the brightest part of the sky
as an anti-predator defense (i.e. to make them less
visible) then they should posture to the sun under
clear conditions irrespective of the intensity of
the sunlight; they do not. Furthermore, under
conditions of patchy heavy clouds (cumulus and
cumulo-status) against a clear sky, the spiders
should assume a Fabian position with respect to
the brightest sector ofthe sky; they do not.

Secondly, many thermally related behaviours
are themselves graded so that they are exhibited
progressively as the spider warms. This provides
the strongest evidence for the thermoregulation
hypothesis because partial stilting, posturing or

Behaviour Mean s.d. n Range

Reoose - see Table I

Part orientation 33.9 ).57 6 5  5 . 1 -  5 q .  1

Drooping 36.5 t . 57 8 35.4-38.8

Orientation 38.7a 2.30 9 34.2-40.3

Aqilation and body lift 38.7a 2.09 2 l t5.2-43.5

38.9a 2.84 l l 35.0-43.3

start to Dosture 40.4b 2.16 27 34.8-43.6

Silk lavins 4  l .  lbc | .34 b 39.3-42.6

Rotate front less 42.4cd, 0.99 l0 4\.2-44.3

Abandon web 44.8d 0.50 3 44.3-45.3

TABLE 2. Mean temperature (Tu "C) of N. edulis on
Rottnest Island, Western Australia, associated with
different behaviours (ANOVA - Fs a,q: = 15.233,
P<0.001). Common letters include means not differ-
ing significantly (Fisher's PLSD at ct= 0.05).

orientation (Humphreys, 1992) makes no sense
under alternative hypotheses but is entirely con-
sistent with, and predicted from, the ther-
moregulation hypothesis.

The body temperature of a spider is a complex
function of many intrinsic factors (size, morphol-
ogy, attitude, physiology, reflectance, etc. ) as
well as factors extrinsic to the individual (e.g.
wind speed, turbulence, air temperature, incident
radiation and its spectral characteristics; Mon-
teith and Unsworth, 1990). It is because Tu is a
complex function of intrinsic and extrinsic fac-
tors that makes Tu a poor predictor of thermal
behaviour. Hence, the observation that a spider
may not always assume the Fabian position (or
other presumptive thermoregulatory behaviour)
at the same Tu does not imply that the behaviour
has no thermoregulatory significance. For ex-
ample, Lycosa godeffroyi Koch in Canberra
began basking at much lower Ta in winter (4"C)
than in summer ( l7"C) and reached 35oC on clear
winter days at Tu of l l 'C (Humphreys, 1974,
1978); the latter shows the dominant role of
boundary layer effects for such surface dwelling
spiders. Although orb-weaving spiders are often
high above the ground, such boundary layers may
assume more importance in those orb weaving
spiders that incorporate a surface in their web
(e.g.  Neogea sp.  and leaf  cur l ing species;
Humphreys, 1992).

These many classes of observation support the
hypothesis that the posturing and/or reorientation
that spiders undergo in intense sunlight is of
thermoregulatory significance. Many are not
alone adequate to support unequivocally the ther-
moregulation hypothesis (e.g. Table 3: 4, 6 ,9),
some, in combination with others, support the



Condition at spider Manipulation Behavioural reslnnse and themal
conseouences

lu Cml weather in shade Nil Repose: Tr=T.

2o Cml weather in sun Nil Repose: Tr>T,

3o Cml weather in sun =s Repose: Tr>T"
4" Cool weather in sun >s Orientate and./or Dosture: T.>T-
5" Hol weather in shade Nil Repose; Tr=T^

6u Hot weather in shade = s o r > J Fabian

7u Hot weather in sun Nil Orientale and./or postureX tracks sun;
minimise Tr

8 Hot weather <<s Repose

9 Hot weather in sun =S or >S Fabian

l0 Very hot day in shade Ni l Reposel ir ertr€fls may suffer heat death
without mslurinp

I I Very hot day in sun Nil Seeks shade

l2 Population in hot sun Vuied web orientation All spiders orientale in same directionl
minimise Tr

l3 Population in hot sun Large & small soiders Lilfe spiders posture eulier in day than small

l4 Hot weather in sun =S perpendicular to sun
Spider postures mid-way between lwo
Incroenl heat sources

l5* Crade n-l behaviour >s Grade n behaviou; behavioural cascade
culminatins in Fabian

l6 Hot weather in sun =S below horizontal Apparent confusion in some species;> Tr
l7 Cml weather in shade Posture to > exposure to heat source; Tb>T"
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T A B L E  3 .  S u m m a i y  o f
charac ter is t i cs  o f  ther -
moregulatory behaviour in
o r b - w e a v i n g  s p i d e r s .
Definit ions: Spiders as-
sume Fabian position in
hot but not in cold weather.
S  d e n o t e s  s u n l i s h r
redirected onto the spidJr at
about intensity of natural
sunl ight using a plane mir-
ror (=5) or at greater or less
than natural intensity using
a concave mirror (>s or <
S). The spider is simul-
t a n e o u s l y  a r t i f i c i a l l y
shaded (s) or not (.9). Num-
bers with * are considered
alone, and numbers fol-
lowed by common letters
are considered together, to
support strongly the ther-
moregulation hypothesi s.

hypothesis (e.g. l-7), while others supporr no
other hypothesis (e.g. 15).

While the emphasis here has been on behav-
iours that reduce the heat load, spiders should use
behaviours to warm them in order to enhance the
time they are at optimal temperatures. This is the
case in burrow dwelling lycosids (Humphreys,
1974,1978,1981a,1987b) as well as in orb web
spiders which may seasonally orientate their
webs to maximise the projected surface area to
warm more or faster (Cinell, 1978; Tolbert,
r979).

While there is an indication of size related
effects in thermoregulatory behaviour in Nephita
spp., as may be expected theoretically using a
simple physical model, no such size effect was
observed in Stegodyphus lineatus Latreil le
(Henschel et al., 1992).

While the thermal behaviour of spiders is much
more sophisticated than has been accepted, the
presumed advantages of such fine tuning are not
understood. None the less, the recognition ofsuch
behaviour is an important aspect of field studies
and the means to do so are required, especially for
smaller spiders which are intractable subiects for
direct recording of temperature in the field. How-
ever, the sensible use of this schema should allow
easy appraisal of the overt body positions of
spiders in the field as to their likely thermoree-
ulatory significance and it should assist in disei-

tangl ing thermoregulatory f rom other  be-
haviours.

A. thermoregulator with the battery of finely
graded behaviours seen here should, under ideal
conditions, be able to maintain a near constant
body temperature under a wide range of environ-
mental conditions. In practice theiitemperatures
flucluate markedly with every air movement. at
least partly owing to their small lhermal capacitv.
If the spiders are innately incapable, owing io
their,small mass. of precise thermoregulation.
why have they developed such a wide ianse of
sophisticated behaviours which should p6rmit
precise thermoregulation?
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